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Abstract: One-dimensional (1D) aerodynamic performance predictions are very often conducted
by researchers and designers during the preliminary design of centrifugal compressors. This paper
focuses on a 1D prediction method for centrifugal compressors with splitter blades, which is rarely
seen in the open literature. One-dimensional prediction of aerodynamic overall performance is made
for centrifugal compressors with different technical design specifications. However, the aerodynamic
overall prediction accuracy relies on the accuracy of the 1D-loss-models used. Therefore, an optimum
combination of loss models is proposed by summarizing a variety of loss models presented in the
public literature. In addition, an optimization method is utilized to optimize some coefficients
involved in loss models in order to improve the generality of the combined model. The modified
models obtained in this study are proved to have good predictive accuracy.

Keywords: centrifugal compressors; splitter blades; single-zone model; performance prediction;
loss models

1. Introduction

Centrifugal compressors are broadly applied to aeronautics, energy, transport, and
petrochemical fields due to their compact structure and high pressure ratio of a single stage.
High efficiency and wide operating ranges have been pursued by researchers and designers
of centrifugal compressors. Advanced design and analysis tools are essential to achieve this
goal. Among those tools, one-dimensional analysis methods for aerodynamic performance
still play an essential role in the design of centrifugal compressors.

To date, the commonly used one-dimensional (1D) performance prediction methods
are divided into three categories: the single-zone model, the two-zone model and the hybrid
model of the former two models. Japikse [1] has significantly contributed to the two-zone
model methodology. Among these three methods, the single-zone model is most widely
used in research due to its maturity and high accuracy. Therefore, this paper focuses on
the single-zone model. The method assumes that the flow field in a compressor is uniform,
and the fluid flows along meridian streamlines [2,3]. Then, the aerodynamic performance
of the compressor is predicted with relevant aerodynamic formulas and loss models. As a
result, the single-zone model is also referred to as single-zone meanline model [4].

An important factor affecting the prediction accuracy of the single-zone model is the
loss models [4,5] used. There are various types of flow losses generating in centrifugal
compressors. Flow losses are commonly classified into internal losses and external losses.
The internal losses include the incidence loss, skin friction loss, blade-loading loss, clearance
loss, mixing loss, viscosity loss and shock loss. The external losses include the disk friction
loss, recycling loss and leakage loss.

Galvas [6] presented a set of corresponding loss models in 1974. Since then, many
scholars explored the mechanism of loss generation and proposed various sets of loss
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models [7,8]. Li et al. [9] outlined the loss models available. They divided those models
into three groups and found a better set of loss models that accurately predicted the
aerodynamic performances of the HPCC compressor. Sundström et al. [10] proposed a set
of loss models, which can effectively predict the performance of a centrifugal compressor
with a mass flow coefficient of 0.13. Oh et al. [11] summarized and tested various loss
models. They recommended an optimal set of loss models and verified those models
using five impellers. Zhang et al. [12] divided different loss models into three groups and
performed experiments on nine centrifugal compressors. They successfully explored a set
of optimal loss models. However, the optimal loss model set cannot accurately predict
aerodynamic performances for each compressor, but it can predict a good trend. This
demonstrates that the existing loss models lack generality. Harley and Spence [13] also
revealed that different compressors required different loss models’ sets to obtain better
results. An important reason for this is that the loss models are obtained from limited
experimental data [5,11]. Thus, they are often referred to as empirical loss models.

In order to make loss models have more generality, many scholars have carried out
research on the coefficients of each loss model. Cicciotti et al. [4] took an industrial com-
pressor as the research object and selected parameters such as the skin friction coefficient
for cyclic iteration, and calibrated the tailored set of loss models. Du et al. [14] took Came
and CC3 impellers as the research objects, and gave an introduction of tuning coefficients
in order to particularize the loss models to produce a reliable performance prediction for
the impeller. El-Maksoud et al. [15] used the trial-and-error method to modify some loss
model coefficients, such as blade-loading loss, incidence loss and clearance loss models for
the Eckardt impeller. Finally, the aerodynamic performance obtained from the modified
loss models matched the experimental data well. Jiang et al. [16] proposed a loss-analysis-
based model to fit the selected loss model set for a centrifugal compressor with a pressure
ratio of 1.86. Two equations related to total pressure ratio and efficiency were established.
The optimization algorithm was used to optimize the equation coefficients, and the 1D
prediction results were in good agreement with CFD results.

Once the 1D prediction results were consistent with the experimental data or CFD
results, not only can 1D optimization be quickly realized [9,17,18], but also new compressor
families can be designed. Therefore, a good 1D analysis method can thereby significantly
shorten a new product aerodynamic design process [19].

The above studies are for impellers without splitters. For an impeller with splitter
blades, there are currently two popular methods obtained from modifying the single-zone
model. Galvas [6] presented modifications to some of the loss model coefficients, such as
the friction-loss coefficients, which are equal to 7 for an impeller with splitters and 5.6 for
one without splitters. Aungier [7] proposed a simplified calculation method for an effective
number of blades as shown in Formula (1):

Z = ZFB + ZSBLSB/LFB (1)

where ZFB represents the number of full blades, ZSB represents the number of splitter blades,
LFB and LSB represent the meridional length of a full blade and a splitter blade, respectively.
In addition, extremely short splitter blades can be ignored. At present, the latter method is
widely used [19–22]. The above two methods are based on a simple treatment for splitter
blades, which obviously fails to describe real flows inside the impeller with splitter blades.
Therefore, it is necessary to propose a new and more accurate prediction method for an
impeller with splitter blades.

In this paper, a new single-zone meanline-model prediction method of centrifugal
compressor with splitter blades is proposed. By establishing an effective meridional geo-
metric model, the performance of impellers is obtained by a stepping calculation method.
With reference to the method of References [15,16], a simple and efficient method of loss-
model coefficient modification is applied. The coefficients of loss model sets are optimized
through the multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II). The findings provide some refer-
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ences for the 1D aerodynamic prediction and optimization of centrifugal compressors with
splitter blades.

2. Methodologies
2.1. Aerodynamic Calculation Method Using the 1D Single-Zone Model

The 1D single-zone model aerodynamic calculation for centrifugal compressors is an
iterative process. Take an impeller as an example, the outlet static temperature T2 of the
impeller can be worked out based on some known parameters at the impeller inlet with
iteration from initial values, as indicated in Equation (2). Then, the outlet static density ρ2
is predicted by Equation (3).

T2 =
(

u2
2/Cp /T∗1 +1

)
T∗1 (2)

ρ2 = ρ1(T2/T∗1 )
1/(k−1) (3)

where u2 represents the blade tip circumferential velocity at the impeller outlet, T1* indicates
the total temperature at the impeller inlet, Cp denotes the specific heat at constant pressure,
ρ1 is the static density at the impeller inlet, and k is the ratio of specific heats.

After ρ2 and the mass-flow rate are obtained, the radial component (C2r) of the absolute
velocity C2 at the impeller outlet can be calculated. As a result, a velocity triangle at the
impeller outlet can be drawn through C2r, impeller outlet blade angle β2, and u2. Then,
the total outlet temperature T2*, and the Euler power WEuler are obtained. Subsequently,
the adiabatic compression power Wadi and total power Wtot can be acquired by calculating
loss models. Additionally, some performance parameters can be determined based on
some aerodynamic formulas, especially the new outlet static density ρ2

′. Iteration will not
stop until the residual error between the updated ρ2

′ and the previous ρ2 is less than 10−3.
Finally, the performance parameters of the impeller are obtained.

2.2. Loss Models Used in the Single-Zone Model

There are various types of aerodynamic losses generated in a centrifugal compressor.
As mentioned before, the losses in the impeller include internal losses and external losses.
Regarding the vaned diffuser, the incidence, blade loading, and mixing losses are also
involved apart from those losses in the vaneless diffuser. Loss models used in this paper
are simply summarized below.

2.2.1. Loss Models for Impellers

1. Incidence loss model

The incidence loss ∆Hinc is caused by the impact of flow on the blade pressure side or
suction side owing to the inlet flow angle and the inlet blade angle being inconsistent. It
has a significant influence on the performance of centrifugal compressors under variable
operating conditions. Galvas [6] proposed a loss model given in Equation (4).

∆Hinc =
W2

L
2Cp

(4)

WL = W2
1m sin

∣∣βopt − β1
∣∣ (5)

where W1m indicates the inlet relative meridional velocity, β1 denotes the inlet blade angle,
and βopt represents the inlet optimal blade angle. βopt is related to the inlet flow angle
and the specific calculation method [6]. Conrad et al. [23] and Aungier [7] also proposed
formulas for this loss.

2. Skin friction loss model

Skin friction loss ∆Hs f results from the friction between the fluid and solid walls
induced by the viscosity of the fluid. There are many versions [7,24] for this model. Here,
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the model from Jansen [24] is given. This model is based on the correction of the loss in
pipes, see Equation (6):

∆Hs f = 5.6C f
LbC2

2m
dg

(6)

where Lb signifies the impeller flow length, C2m denotes the outlet absolute meridional
velocity, Cf indicates the skin friction coefficient, and dg refers to the impeller average
hydraulic diameter.

3. Blade-loading loss model

The blade-loading loss ∆Hbl is caused by the flow separation due to the growth in the
thickness of the blade boundary layer. One of the formulas proposed by Coppage [25] is:

∆Hbl= 0.05D2
f u2

2 (7)

where Df represents the diffusion factor.

4. Tip clearance loss model

Tip clearance loss ∆Hcl is a loss resulting from fluid leakage due to the clearance
between the blade tip of unshrouded impeller and the casing during impeller operations.
Jansen’s [24] model is given in Equation (8):

∆Hcl= 0.6C2m
τ

b2

√√√√2πC2uC2m

Zb2
·

d2
1t − d2

1h

(d1t − d1h)
(

1+ ρ2
ρ1

) (8)

where denotes the tip clearance gap. Roders [26], Krylov and Spunde [27] also introduced
their respective calculation methods for this loss.

5. Mixing loss model

Mixing loss ∆Hmix is caused by the jet-wake phenomenon at the impeller outlet,
resulting in the loss due to the mixing of fluids with different velocities and energy at the
impeller outlet. In this paper, the Aлeкceeв’s [28] model is used, as shown in Equation (9).

σe =
k

k+1
·
(

1− 1
kd2 + kg2

)2
·
(

C2

Ccr

)2
(9)

where kg2 denotes the impeller outlet blockage ratio, Ccr indicates the impeller outlet critical
velocity, and kd2 refers to the outlet blade thickness coefficient. Other models for the mixing
loss can be found in Aungier [7], Johnston and Dean [29].

6. Viscosity loss

Viscosity loss ∆Hgpr takes the effect of the fluid at the critical velocity into account, that
is, the effect of the Reynolds number at the critical velocity. The calculation method from
the Aлeкceeв [28] is recommended when the Reynolds number Recr is less than 1,000,000.

∆Hgpr = Work(1− Recr/1000000)2.5 (10)

where Work indicates the adiabatic compression work, J/kg. If Recr is greater than 1 × 106,
∆Hgpr is 0.
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7. Shock loss

Shock loss ∆Hoz, known as transonic loss, suggests that the total pressure loss will
occur when the inlet Mach number exceeds the critical Mach number. In this paper, the
model from the Aлeкceeв [28] is used.

∆Hoz = kzt1pCp

( P12

P1pas

) k−1
k

−
(

P12

P1p

) k−1
k
 (11)

kz = (M1w −M1wcr)/(M1w −M1wcri) (12)

P12 = P1asρ1(W1m)
2
(

as f 2 − f f 2
)

/2 (13)

as= 1− sk(1 − a) (14)

sk= 0.5ρ1W1m
2
(

f 2 − f f 2
)

/P1p (15)

a = 1−mr
(8.828−19.625Mr+18.167Mr

2) (16)

Mr = (M1w −M1wcr)/(M1max −M1wcr) (17)

f = tanβ1, f f = tanβth (18)

where t1p denotes the inlet relative total temperature; P1p indicates the inlet relative total
pressure; W1m represents the inlet relative meridional velocity; M1w signifies the inlet
relative Mach number; M1wcr refers to the inlet relative critical Mach number; M1wcri stands
for the inlet relative Mach number corresponding to the different inlet velocity coefficients;
M1wmax is defined as the inlet maximum relative Mach number; β1 is the inlet blade angle;
βth implies the impeller throat blade angle. Aungier [7], Whitfield and Baines [8] proposed
their own models.

8. Disk friction loss

Disk friction loss ∆Hd f refers to the loss caused by the shear forces between the
impeller disk and the fluid existing in the clearance. It also exists on the shroud gap for the
shrouded impellers. Galvas [6] gave the following calculation formula:

∆Hd f= 0.01356ρ2d2
2u3

2/
( .
mRe

)
(19)

where
.

m denotes the mass flow rate. Aungier [7], Daily and Nece [30], and Boyce [31] also
proposed their methods to compute this loss.

9. Recirculation loss model

The recirculation loss ∆Hrc is induced by the fluid backing into the impeller because
of the excessive absolute flow angle at the impeller outlet. The calculation model from the
Aлeкceeв [28] is adopted for shrouded impellers and unshrouded impellers.

For a shrouded impeller:

∆Hrc= ∆Hrc1= 0.0005
πd2ρ2K1.5

t
4

.
m

(20)

where:

Kt =

2
[

πd2tip p2−πd1tip p1 −
.

mC1m
(d1tip−d1hub)/2

]
πd2tip

(21)

For an unshrouded impeller, the effect of tip clearance on the loss should be considered
on the basis of the loss above.

∆Hrc= ∆Hrc1+∆Hrc2 (22)
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∆Hrc2 =

_
P1 +

_
P2

f ·_ρ ·τ·st

2
.

m
·

√√√√2
_
ρ
( _

P1 +
_

P2

)
f

(23)

where:
_

P1= 2V
C1m + C2m

2
·ρ1 + ρ2

2
·nπ

30
sin

_
β (24)

_
P2 =

V
(
W2

1 ρ1cosα1 + W2
2 ρ2cosα2

)
2rb

(25)

where V represents the single-impeller passage volume,
_
β denotes the blade angle at (b1 +

b2)/2, rb signifies the radius of curvature at the mean streamline of the meridional plane, f
indicates the area of the meridional plane of the impeller, and st designates the meridional
arc length of the shroud. Coppage [25] fully considered the effect of the outlet-flow angle.
Daily and Nece [30] presented a calculation method too. Oh [11] selected the hyperbolic
function to calculate the recirculation loss.

10. Leakage loss model

Leakage loss ∆Hlk results from the leakage flow through the centrifugal compressor
seals to the regions of low pressure. Aungier [7] presented the calculation model as:

∆Hlk= 1.332ρ2ζu2[r2C2u − (r1C1u)m]/
(

2
_
r

_
b
)

(26)

where,
_
r is the average radius of the inlet and outlet of the impeller,

_
b is the average blade

height of the inlet and outlet, ζ is the leakage gap, and the subscript “m” represents the
meridional direction. Jansen [24] also proposed his methods to compute this loss.

2.2.2. Loss Models for Stationary Components

Only a diffuser including a vaneless or vaned diffuser is considered in this paper. The
loss ∆Hvld in the vaneless diffuser refers to the friction loss on walls and the diffusion
loss caused by the increase in the cross-section area. Additionally, the increase in the
boundary layer thickness resulting from the narrowing of the meridional channel should
be considered. Models for these losses can be found in References [7,32].

The loss model in the vaned diffuser ∆Hbld is the same as that of the impeller. The
incidence loss should contain the additional loss caused by the stall in the vaned diffuser
based on the impeller. Aungier [7] proposed a specific explanation of the losses in a
vaned diffuser.

2.3. Multi-Objective Optimization Methodology

As for optimization of coefficients in loss models, the multiple objectives method
related to the aerodynamic performance of the compressors, named the non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) given by Deb et al. [33], is applied in the paper, which
generates a Pareto-optimal solution using evolutionary algorithm.

3. Description of Geometric Parameters and 1D Aerodynamic Calculation Procedure
for Centrifugal Compressors with Splitter Blades
3.1. Calculation of Geometric Parameters

The primary goal of the geometric calculation is to simplify the real 3D geometry
of a centrifugal compressor to obtain the parameters required for the one-dimensional
aerodynamic prediction. Therefore, a general geometric model should be established
through certain approximation and simplification. A basic centrifugal compressor consists
of an impeller and a diffuser. The meridional geometric model is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Meridional channel of the computational domain.

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the cross-sections named as 1©– 4© in the meridional
channel represent the impeller inlet, impeller outlet, diffuser inlet, and diffuser outlet,
respectively. Meanwhile, each line for the hub, shroud and meanline are composed of
a circular arc with O2, O1 and Om as the center and corresponding to line connection.
Geometric parameters that should be provided for calculations contain the blade inlet
shroud diameter d1tip, blade hub diameter d1hub, impeller axial distance l12, impeller blade
outlet width b2, and outlet diameter d2. All the other geometric parameters required can be
obtained based on parameters such as the throat area and meridian area of the impeller
and are used for subsequent aerodynamic calculations.

As shown in Figure 2, impellers with different types of splitter blade rows can be
distinguished according to the relationship between the number of inlet blades Zi1 and the
number of outlet blades Zi2.
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Figure 2. Different types of impellers: (a) Impeller without splitter blades; (b) Impeller with one row
of splitter blades; (c) Impeller with two rows of splitter blades.
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(a) Impeller without splitter blades, Zi2 = Zi1;
(b) Impeller with one row of splitter blades, Zi2 = 2 Zi1;
(c) Impeller with two rows of splitter blades, Zi2 = 3 Zi1.

If the impeller has one row of splitter blades, Zi2 = 2Zi1, the leading edge section
of the splitter blade marked by a© is a part of O2F, as seen in Figure 2. The angle of the
splitter-blade leading edge γ1 is calculated by:

γ1 =
π

2
(1− sp1) (27)

where sp1 denotes the relative distance of the splitter blade from the splitter-blade leading

edge to the impeller inlet at the hub. Its definition can be expressed as

(

BF/

(

BD in Figure 1.
After the angle γ1 is obtained, the other geometric parameters in the flow channel (EFDC)
with splitter blades can be calculated according to the relevant geometric formulas. If
there are two rows of splitter blades, the leading edge section of the second row of splitter
blades named as b© can be determined by angle γ2 in the same way. Afterwards, the other
geometric parameters of the second row of the splitter-blade flow channel (GHDC) can
be obtained.

3.2. One-Dimensional Aerodynamic Calculation Procedure for Impellers with Splitter Blades

As introduced before, this paper proposes a stepping calculation method for the
impeller with splitter blades. As for the impeller with one row of splitter blades, as shown
in Figure 3a, it can be divided into two parts: Impeller A with the number of blades Zi = n
and Impeller B with the number of blades Zi = 2n. All parameters at the location a©(outlet of
Impeller A) are acquired with the above geometric and aerodynamic computing method.
These parameters are also the inlet variables for Impeller B. Furthermore, an impeller with
two rows of splitter blades, as shown in Figure 3b, can be treated in the same way, namely,
being divided into three impellers. The number of blades for each part of the impeller is
Impeller A: Zi = n, Impeller B: Zi = 2n, and Impeller C: Zi = 3n, respectively. Afterwards,
performance parameters for the whole impeller with two rows of splitter blades can be
obtained. The aerodynamic calculation procedure for an impeller is presented in Figure 4. As
shown in Figure 4, geometric calculation is carried out according to input parameters. Then,
it is judged whether the numbers of inlet and outlet blades of the impeller are equal. If the
number of blades at the inlet and outlet is the same (Zi2 = Zi1), aerodynamic performance
calculation is then carried out according to the regular impeller. If not, the aerodynamic
performance of Impeller A is calculated first. Subsequently, the aerodynamic performance
of Impeller B and Impeller C are calculated in turn depending on the type of splitter.
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4. The Impellers Investigated

Three sets of impellers are selected to evaluate the accuracy of loss models. The first
group of impellers without splitter blades includes the Krain impeller [34] and Eckart-
O impeller [35,36]. The second group consists of those with one row of splitter blades,
including the SRV2-O impeller [37] and the Rotrex impeller (named R) with a pressure ratio
of 1.8. The third group is a self-designed impeller with two rows of splitter blades, marked
as J, with a pressure ratio of 7.1. The above impellers all have a vaneless diffuser. Some
important parameters of the above impellers are listed in Table 1. It should be mentioned
that the blade angle in the table is the angle with the tangential direction.

Table 1. Key parameters for the impeller investigated.

Order Categories No Splitter Blade One Row Two Rows

1 Names of impeller Krain Ekcardt-O SRV2-O R J
2 Axial length l12 (mm) 120 130 75 30 68
3 Inlet tip diameter d1tip (mm) 226 280 156 68 117
4 Inlet hub diameter d1hub (mm) 90 90 60 20 44
5 Impeller exit diameter d2 (mm) 400 400 224 101 170
6 Impeller exit width b2 (mm) 14.7 26 10.2 5.1 10
7 Tip clearance size τ (mm) 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.2
8 Number of inlet blades Z1 24 20 13 7 8
9 Number of outlet blades Z2 24 20 26 14 24
10 Inlet mean blade angle β1 (º) 45 40 40 40 36
11 The relative position of section a© sp1 - - 0.215 0.227 0.236
12 Section a© mean blade angle β12 (º) - - 44 52 51
13 The relative position of section b© sp2 - - - - 0.407
14 Section b© mean blade angle β13 (º) - - - - 66
15 Exit blade angle β2 (º) 60 90 52 45 70
16 Design rotational speed n (rpm) 22,363 14,000 50,000 60,000 61,000
17 Mass flow rate (kg/s) at design point 4 5.31 2.55 0.31 1.55
19 Total pressure ratio ε at design point 4.1 2.09 5.7 1.62 7.18
18 Specific speed ns 0.239 0.355 0.324 0.403 0.316
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5. Validation of 1D Calculation Method

The aerodynamic performances of the impellers in Table 1 are predicted by using the
above introduced 1D method. Through the method in References [11,12], the relatively
most optimal loss model set is obtained. The combined models, which can give relatively
accurate predictions in our study, are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Loss models and models used in the study.

Component Loss Models Proposers Models Used in This
Study

Internal losses

Incidence loss Galvas, Conrad, Aungier Galvas
Skin friction loss Jansen, Aungier Jansen

Blade loading loss Coppage, Aungier Coppage
Tip clearance loss Jansen, Roders, Krylov and Spunde Jansen

Mixing loss Aлeкceeв, Aungier, Johnston and Dean Aлeкceeв
Viscosity loss Aлeкceeв Aлeкceeв

Shock loss Aungier, Whitfield and Baines, Aлeкceeв Aлeкceeв

External losses
Disk friction loss Galvas, Aungier, Daily and Nece, Boyce Galvas
Recirculation loss Aлeкceeв, Roders, Coppage, Oh Aлeкceeв

Leakage loss Aungier, Jansen Aungier

Figures 5–8 show the predicted results for three groups of impellers at design speeds.
Generally, the selected loss model set has reasonable prediction accuracy for the three
groups of impellers in terms of efficiency or total pressure ratio. To further verify the
accuracy of the stepping calculation method on the impeller with splitter blades, the widely
used Aungier method [6] is used to compare. It can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 that
for centrifugal impellers with one row of splitter blades, the predicted results using the
stepping calculation method are better than those from the Aungier method. The same
result stands for impellers with two rows of splitter blades, as shown in Figure 8 (according
to the Formula (28)).

Z = ZFB + ZSB1LSB1/LFB + ZSB2LSB2/LFB (28)
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Subscripts 1 and 2 represent the first and second rows of impeller, respectively.

6. Modifications of Coefficients in Loss Models

In order to further improve the accuracy of performance prediction for loss models’
sets selected in Table 2, optimization for loss model coefficients can be conducted. This
paper focuses on loss models for impellers. A coefficient f is applied to formulas for each
loss model used in the study. Then, a reasonable value range of the coefficients for f is
provided, as expressed in Equations (29)–(37).

∆Hinc = finc
W2

L
2Cp

(0< finc <10) (29)

∆Hs f = fs f (5.6 Cf

LbC2
2m

dg
) (0< fs f <10) (30)

∆Hbl = fbl (0.05 D2
f u2

2

)
(0< fbl <10) (31)

∆Hcl = fcl C2m
3τ

5b2

√√√√2πC2uC2m

Zb2
·

d2
1t − d2

1h

(d1t − d1h)
(

1+ ρ2
ρ1

) (0< fcl <10) (32)

∆Hgpr = fgprWork(1− Recr/1000000)2.5 (0< fgpr <10) (33)

∆Hoz = foz kzt1pCp

( P12

P1pas

) k−1
k

−
(

P12

P1p

) k−1
k
 (0< foz <10) (34)

∆Hd f = fd f

[
0.01356ρ2d2

2u3
2/
( .
mRe

)]
(0< fd f <10) (35)

∆Hrc = frc (∆Hrc1+∆Hrc2) (0< frc <10) (36)

∆Hlk = flk

{
1.332ρ2εu2[r2C2u − (r1C1u)m]/

(
2

_
r

_
b
)}

(0< flk <10) (37)

The Latin hypercube sampling method is employed to establish a sample database
of the combination of loss model coefficients in the given range. Then, the efficiency and
pressure ratio of the impeller at each sample point are calculated with a Fortran code based
on the above introduced 1D analysis method.

The cubic spline function is employed to fit experimental or CFD perdition data for
impellers. Afterwards, the functions of mass flow rate to pressure ratio and mass flow rate
to efficiency are obtained. The error value ∆δ of the efficiency or pressure ratio between the
1D result and the cubic spline function result at each mass flow rate point are obtained by
the root-mean-square error function (Equation (38)).

∆δ =
√
(a1D,1 − acs,1)

2 + (a1D,2 − acs,2)
2+. . .+

(
a1D,i − acs,j

)2 (38)

where a1D denotes the 1D predicted total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency, and acs
represents the total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency from the cubic spline function
result. Then, the whole error value ∆δ of the sample database is obtained according to the
above method. The multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) is used for optimization.
The optimization objective is set as ∆δ minimum. Moreover, the final optimization result is
acquired by building a Pareto front, so as to construct the optimal loss model coefficients
for loss models.

With the Eckardt-O impeller as an example (Figure 9 and Table 3), the total pressure
ratio error ∆ε = 0.0938 and the isentropic efficiency error ∆η = 0.0145 are calculated through
Equation (38). Finally, the optimal coefficients of the loss model combination for Eckardt-O
impellers are obtained by building a Pareto front, as exhibited in Figure 10.
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Table 3. Comparison of one-dimensional prediction and fit function results.

Mass Flow Total Pressure Ratio Isentropic Efficiency

kg/s 1D Cal. Cubic spline 1D Cal. Cubic spline

4.17 2.018 2.071 0.8481 0.8554
4.387 2.027 2.081 0.8542 0.8625
4.814 2.04 2.092 0.8634 0.8725
5.231 2.045 2.094 0.8686 0.8768
5.637 2.043 2.085 0.8699 0.8757
5.836 2.04 2.076 0.8692 0.8731
6.223 2.029 2.052 0.8649 0.8638
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7. Optimization Results
7.1. Results for the First Group of Impellers

Figures 11 and 12 show comparisons of 1D predicted performance before and after
optimization for the Krain impeller and Eckardt-O impellers, respectively. After the coeffi-
cients are optimized, the total pressure ratio error ∆ε and the isentropic efficiency error ∆η
are changed from 0.02640 and 0.0088 to 0.00095 and 0.00032 for the Krain impeller at the
design speed, respectively. For the Eckardt-O impeller, ∆ε and ∆η are changed from 0.0938
and 0.0145 to 0.000254 and 0.00014 at the design speed, respectively. The results demon-
strate that the 1D calculation using the optimized loss models has reasonable prediction
accuracy for impellers without splitter blades.
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7.2. Comparisons with Other Calculation Methods

The Eckardt-O impeller is cited by a large number of references because its detailed
geometric information is available. Here, results of using the single-zone mode from Oh [11]
and El-Maksoud [15] and results of using the two-zone model for the Eckardt-O impeller
from Britton [38] are selected to compare with the current results. El-Maksoud [15] only
provided the predicted pressure ratio results in his paper. As can be seen from Figure 13,
the current predicted results are in better agreement with measurements than the other
three 1D results. This further demonstrates that the current 1D prediction method has good
performance.

7.3. Results for the Second Group of Impellers

Figure 14 compares 1D predicted performances with measurements and also makes
comparisons before and after optimization for the SRV2-O impeller. Figure 15 is for the
Impeller R. The impeller R only has the CFD results. After the coefficients in loss models
are optimized, the total pressure ratio error ∆ε and the efficiency error ∆η for SRV2-O are
changed from 2.1467 and 0.0039 to 0.03891 and 0.00008 in the design speed, respectively.
For the impeller R, the total pressure ratio error ∆ε and the isentropic efficiency error
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∆η are changed from 0.06528 and 0.00231 to 0.01233 and 0.00005 at the design speed,
respectively. It can be revealed that the 1D calculation using the optimized loss models also
have reasonable prediction accuracy for the impeller with one row of splitter blades.
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7.4. Results for the Third Group of Impellers

Figure 16 shows performance comparisons before and after optimization of coefficients
between 1D and CFD results for Impeller J with two rows of splitter blades. The impeller
also only has CFD results. After the coefficients are optimized, the total pressure ratio error
∆ε and the efficiency error ∆η for Impeller J are changed from 0.7389 and 0.003 to 0.0355
and 0.0001 in the design speed, respectively. It can be demonstrated that the modified loss
models have good prediction accuracy for the impeller with two rows of splitter blades.

7.5. Value Changes for the Coefficients Involved in the Loss Models

By optimizing the coefficients of loss models’ sets for three groups of impellers, the
value changes for the coefficients of the loss models’ set can be recommended and given in
Table 4. All the original values of the coefficients are 1. It can be seen from the results, the
coefficient of incidence loss model increases with the total pressure ratio.
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Table 4. Values for coefficients of the loss models’ set after optimization.

Name finc fcl fgpr fbl fdf frc fsf foz

Eckardt-O 1.58801 0.4796 4.7907 0.13334 2.93157 2.96052 0.96139
Krain 2.78663 0.5242 2.08658 0.85853 0.14468 0.72164 1.58243

R 1.0772 6.3912 5.2102 4.913 1.6832 0.1231 0.6838
SRV2-O 3.74546 2.07457 3.12488 0.1213 1.32559 0.07233 1.32559 2.63154

J 6.03554 0.81823 3.33042 1.54833 2.84399 0.05061 1.77527 4.84246
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8. Conclusions

The existing 1D analysis method for the impeller with splitter blades is relatively
simple and cannot make accurate predictions of aerodynamic performance. To deal with
this case, a new single-zone meanline-model prediction method for centrifugal compressors
with splitter blades has been proposed in the paper. Modification and optimization of the
coefficients involved in loss models has been carried out. Modified loss models have then
been verified by using three different types of impellers. The main conclusions can be
drawn as follows.

(1) To reduce the geometric parameters required for calculation, a general meridional
channel of the computational domain is established and the calculation method of
the leading edge position of the splitter blade is offered. Based on the simplified
computational domain, all the geometric parameters required for 1D performance
calculations can be obtained.

(2) Based on the geometric characteristics of impeller with splitter blades, a stepping
calculation method is proposed for the impellers with different rows of splitter blades.
Along the meridional channel, each section with the same number of blades is treated
as an independent impeller. Each sub-impeller can be calculated in turn. Comparisons
between predicted aerodynamic performances with experimental data or CFD results
for different impellers have demonstrated that the current 1D calculation method is
superior to the existing simplified calculation methods.

(3) The most optimal loss model set, which is applicable to different types of impellers
with different rows, is gained. Coefficients involved in loss models are optimized
by using the multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II). The modified loss mod-
els greatly improve the prediction accuracy of the single-zone model. The coeffi-
cient optimization method provides a useful tool for improvement in accuracy of
loss models.

(4) In order to further improve the generality of the single-zone model, more impellers
with splitter blades will be used for verification in the future.
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Nomenclature

b impeller blade width at outlet
d impeller outlet diameter
l axial distance
sp relative distance of the splitter blade
γ angle of the splitter blade leading edge
T Temperature
u circumferential velocity
Cp specific heat
ρ Density
C absolute velocity
Cr radial component of the absolute velocity
β blade angle
W power/relative velocity
Cf skin friction coefficient
dg average hydraulic diameter
Df diffusion factor
τ tip clearance size
k adiabatic index
kg blockage ratio
kd blade thickness coefficient
Re Reynolds number
P pressure
M Mach number
.

m mass flow rate
ns specific speed
V volume
Z number of blades
ε total pressure ratio
η isentropic efficiency
n rotational speed
Subscripts
FB full blades
SB splitter blades
i impeller
1 inlet of impeller
2 outlet of impeller
cr critical
r radial direction
u tangential direction
m meridional direction
opt optimal
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